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MADERE for reactor dosimetry.
Objectives
The MADERE platform is dedicated to the measurement of the radioactive activity of solid g - or X-emitting samples. It is a referenced facility aiming the dosimetry of experimental programs carried out
in ZPR* reactors, research reactors and also in the framework of the EDF reactor vessel irradiation monitoring program. The MADERE platform is Cofrac/ESSAIS accredited.
(*): Zero Power Reactor

Weighings
Two precision micro-balances, one with a range of 0.1 µg to 6.1 g and the other with a range of 1 µg to 22 g, are connected to a database of measured masses.

Supply of dosimeters
Dosimeters in the form of discs with diameters ranging from 1 to 30 mm and thicknesses of 0.1 mm to 3 mm or wires of a few mm in size encapsulated in quartz.

Conventional γ measurements
Three chains equipped with coaxial GeHP detectors with efficiencies of 10% and 25% allow the measurement of all gamma-emitting samples encountered in dosimetry with activities between 10 Bq
and 10 MBq. The energy range covers the 50 keV - 2 MeV array.

High Efficiency γ measurements
Two measurement lines are equipped with GeHP detectors of the BEGe type. This type of detector has both an efficiency > 50% in the whole energy range (50 keV - 2 MeV) and Compton limitation.
The detectors are placed in circular enclosures made of ultra-low noise lead. Samples with an activity of a few tenths of Bq can thus be accurately measured.

X-ray measurements
Two measurement chains are equipped with GeHP detectors of the LEGe type with a 0.5 mm beryllium window, which is particularly suitable for detecting low energies. The energy range of use covers
the 10 keV to 90 keV range for 2 types of measurements:

Determination of 93Nbm activity relative to a standard.

The determination of the absolute activity of X-ray emitting samples.

Management
In order to monitor the activity stored and to trace the results and all the elements contributing to the elaboration of the result provided to its customers, the MADERE platform develops and uses
computerized management tools which provide maximum productivity.

Workshop for the manufacture of fission chambers.
Fission chambers at the CEA
Since the 1960s, the CEA has been developing and manufacturing fission chambers for on-line measurement of neutron flux in all types of nuclear reactors. A fissile element used to convert neutrons
into charged particles is deposited on the anode and/or cathode of the chamber. The fission products generated in the deposit ionise the gas filling the chamber, creating electrical charges collected
by applying a bias voltage.

Manufacturing in CHICADE
The manufacturing workshop, housed in the CHICADE facility at Cadarache, consists of five glove boxes and an X-ray generator for non-destructive testing. A deposit is made by electrodeposition of
one or more fissile isotopes. The fission chambers are assembled by laser or TIG welding, using kits supplied by the manufacturers. Tightness is checked by means of a helium detection. During
manufacture, the parts undergo various degassing phases to eliminate impurities in the fission chamber (FC). The detectors are pressurized with a gas and a pressure specific to the type of detector.

Geometries and isotopes
The workshop offers a wide range of fission chamber geometries. For a specific need, new geometries can be proposed after study, design and authorization by the ASN safety authority.
The recent development of regenerable fission chambers makes it possible to increase the operating time thanks to the use of a double fissile/fertile deposit.
Permitted isotopes
U233, U234, U235, U238,
Pu238, Pu239, Pu240, Pu241, Pu242,
Np237, Am241, Th232, Cm244, Cm245

X-ray
This X-ray generator enables high definition imaging to be carried out to control assembly operations, and also enables tests to ensure that the detectors are working properly under X-ray flux at the
end of the manufacturing process. To accurately determine the fissile mass deposit, the LDCI calls on the LARC or LANIE CEA Labs depending on the nature of the deposit. The mass is determined by
chemical analysis of the solutions.

Instrumentation.
Challenges
To design, develop and implement innovative instrumentation for nuclear reactors that meets the needs of the CEA, its partners and its customers.

Reactor measurements







Neutron fluxes
Gamma flux
Nuclear heating
Temperature
Dimensions / deformations
Fission gas release (acoustic)

Activities





Design, development and qualification of measurement chains
Modelling of detectors
Assembly, optimization and testing of measurement systems
Reactor integration

Research reactors (JHR)
To have the measurement systems available in the medium and long term to meet the current and future needs of experimental programs.

Nuclear Propulsion
Expertise and design of instrumentation for the safe and reliable operation of on-board or onshore reactor cores.

R4G



Further development of knowledge in instrumentation (optical neutron detectors, high-temperature fission chambers) in order to preserve skills in the long term and keep the cycle closure strategy.
Fields of application: MSR, SAIGA (severe accidents monitoring), collaboration with JAEA for instrumentation tests.

Innovative measurement systems
Use real-time information from multi-physics instrumentation on the reactor park in order to gain operating margins and extend the lifetime of the installations by optimizing maintenance plans.

SMR
Support for the design of ultra compact SMR Nuward's in-core instrumentation.

